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Abstract
Love is not unique. Lover is unique. Love is available. Lover is not available. Love is plural. Lover is singular. As such 
love can be replaced seldom lover. The new lover cannot serve and satisfy the emotions of the deserted lover. As such 
demand of the first lover is highest. The first lover remains always ahead for its first arrival in the life of a thirsty heart. 
Love is a holy matter. First lover is considered as divine grace. As such every lover values it most.

Introduction
Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather than on ex-
pression. It does not inform, rather it reveals. So it bears no refer-
ence. The best creative writing is critical, and the best critical writ-
ing is creative. This article is an outcome of thinking about creative 
writing meant for a general readership. As such, I have adopted a 
free style methodology so that everyone can enjoy the pleasure of 
reading. As you might know, Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the im-
mortal essayist, wrote many essays namely ‘Of Love’, ‘Of Friend-
ship’, ‘Of Ambition’, ‘Of Studies’, and so on. The multiple-mind-
ed genius correctly pointed out that all the words of the dictionary 
can be used as themes for essays. But little has been done since his 
death to continue or finish his monumental task. Bacon’s unique 
individual style of presentation ignited my imagination and en-
couraged me to write creative essays as a method of relieving a 
wide range of emotions through catharsis. 

Article
Unique means being the only one of its kind. It is unlike anything 
else. For example: The situation was unique in British politics.

It is being the only existing one of its type or, more generally, un-
usual, or special in some way. For example: Each person’s genetic 
code  i.e., DNA is unique except in the  case of  identical twins. 
It is a unique person or thing. For example: Some of Lamb’s writ-
ings were so memorably beautiful as to be unique in their class.

Atoms of any element are not unique. They are all identical in 
nature and behaviour. But every derivative of atoms is unique for 

having various compositions in definite proportion.. Thus non 
unique things give birth to unique things.  

Every number is unique. Like unique number every man is unique. 
Every man possesses various unique attributes. Again each attri-
bute varies in various degrees and dimensions basing on various 
permutations and combinations thereby offer infinite numbers of 
unique personality traits. As such every person is unique. 

The characteristic nature and behaviour of a person is the outcome 
of resultant of various summations. As such no two persons are 
identical. From mathematical point of view two persons may be 
identical out of at least one crore or more number of persons.

First smile is unique. First love is unique. First touch is unique. 
All these impress a virgin soul uniquely. The person becomes spell 
bound. Thus the first is always unique. It has no substitute. It can-
not be replaced. A person becomes nostalgic in careless moments. 
Home sickness falls into this category.

Bad experience can be replaced by good experience. But first good 
experience has no substitute. It itself is its substitute. Thus it can 
never be replaced. As such first love is so unique that thousand 
loves of future cannot replace that unique memory.

Love is not unique. Lover is unique. Love is available. Lover is 
not available. Love is plural. Lover is singular. As such love can be 
replaced seldom lover. The new lover cannot serve and satisfy the 
emotions of the deserted lover. As such demand of the first lover is 
highest. The first lover remains always ahead for its first arrival in 
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the life of a thirsty heart. Love is a holy matter. First lover is con-
sidered as divine grace. As such every lover values it most.

Someone is guided by motion. Someone is guided by emotion. 
Motion is rational. Emotion is irrational. Emotion has no base and 
no brake at all. As such it breaks all barriers and crosses all bound-
aries with its violent virtual force. Love is the outcome of emotion. 
Conversely, only a lover possesses emotion. 

Emotion is the chief ingredient of love. A judicious person has no 
emotion. He is rational. He looks before he leaps. He always cal-
culates the profit and loss account of life. He possesses farsighted 
personality. As such, such a vigilant genius remains deprived from 
the warm touch of the lover. Thus he remains unloved. In contrast 
a fool gets involved in love-affair very easily. 

No risk, no gain implies high risk high gain. The wise wants cent 
percent gain without taking any kind of risk which is next to im-
possible in case of love-affair. He is tuned so uniquely.
First employment is unique. It enables a person to mitigate the 
financial hardship of early life. It renders the uncertain life certain. 
A judicious person spends every farthing very cautiously so that he 
has not to face hardship again in future.

A person may earn much in future. He may be a millionaire. He 
may spend lavishly. But first earning offers him always uniquely 
intense heavenly delight. He recollects the memory of first earning 
and enjoys it lifelong.

If anything impresses someone then the experience is unique. This 
impression is positive in nature. Positive impression is always 
enjoyable. It offers permanent delight. Childhood is the striking 
example of uniqueness of its kind. There is no substitute of child-
hood. It appears only once. Similarly death is unique. It occurs 
only once. Thus infancy, childhood, teenage, youth, middle age, 
autumn of life, old age, and death i.e., all the stages and facets of 
life are unique in their respective nature and behaviour.

Negative impression is also unique. Man does not want to recollect 
those moments that offer pain. Man always hankers after pleasure 
i.e., gain. Gain may either be classical or commercial in nature. 
Classical experience is always unique for its novel essence. Com-
mercial experience is mundane in nature pregnant with pride.

A lover is the most sufferer of uniqueness. Each partner considers 
the love of the partner as unique. She/he cannot replace that unique 
love by another love. Both the partners are so emotionally charged 
that even they are not afraid of honour killing. In some cases they 
remain bachelor if the partner betrays or dies or is murdered.

Every stage of life has its unique passion. Child will play. Man will 
work. If a man plays then it is called childish behaviour. If a child 
works then it is called manly attitude. Such a child is called child 
labourer which is strictly prohibited in a civic society.

Youth will go for adventure. If a youth wants not to move he is 
called lazy. Laziness may be unique to an old person seldom to 
the youth.

Similarly every activity has its unique objective. Businessman 
thinks for profit.  Student aims to learn. Player wants to win. Hunt-
er aims for the prey. Saint mediates in search of God. 
DNA is unique. It is widely used as an authentic tool in any scien-
tific investigation. From DNA test biological parent of any baby 
can be ascertained. Similarly a criminal is identified from DNA 
test of the clue thus left.

Expertise is alias and akin to uniqueness. Every activity needs ex-
pertise for its success. As such a person must be uniquely qualified 
to run any activity. A judicious person first judges his capacity to 
start any kind of work. He looks before he leaps. If he is not capa-
ble to do the concerned assignment he never joins in that venture. 
In contrast a fool rushes to do any job being allured. It never thinks 
of its capacity. As a consequence it fails everywhere successfully 
and becomes a laughing stock. 

Every job needs unique expertise. Only an expert can perform any 
job perfectly. Most of the persons are novice. As such they cannot 
finish any work perfectly. Either they leave the job unfinished, half 
finished or totally unfinished. This answers why we see few suc-
cessful persons around us. 

Further expertise of one field cannot show expertise in another 
field. Only a versatile genius can do that. He who possesses many 
expertises is a versatile genius. Versatile genius is rare and is fa-
mous for his multiple-minded unique expertise. Such a genius is 
divine blessed.

Beauty is always unique. It enchants all. It attracts all. This is the 
essence of beautiful face. Also beauty is a relative matter. A beauti-
ful face cannot attract all romantic souls equally. Someone attracts 
someone. Someone attracts another one. But a universal face can 
attract anybody.   

Conclusion
In reality a beautiful face can compensate thereby conquers both 
social status and economic backwardness as well. It means a poor 
girl having beautiful face easily gets married by a rich and educat-
ed groom.  Here lies the uniqueness of unique.
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